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Standard unification
• SM gauge couplings become equal at the GUT scale

• Supersymmetry usually needed for realistic models

• Proton decay present and typically constraining

• Large matter representations to break the gauge symmetry

• Landau poles present in the UV
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• Problem?

• Effective theory?

• Strings/Gravity?



Paths to asymptotic unification
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1. Asymptotically Safe (AS) theories with large Nf 
2. AS via perturbative fixed points and Susy 
3. AS via extra compact dimensions:

2π
dα

d log μ
= μR b5 α2

α̃ = μRα 5d ’t Hooft coupling

2π
dα̃

d log μ
= 2πα̃ + b5 α̃2 → α̃UV = −

2π
b5

fixed point



Asymptotic unification

Toy example in the EW 
sector with SU(3)  
SU(2)xU(1) for gauge and 
Yukawa couplings 
(5D model) 

see 1706.02313 
with A.Abdalgabar et al.

⊃

Gauge couplings unification requires a specific scale and “crossing” 
of the evolution of couplings. 
Asymptotic unification is NOT unification in the usual sense, rather  
at high energies, flow towards an UV fixed point. 
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1st KK mode kicks in at t ~4
“unification” sets around t~10  (~200 KK-modes)

4d couplings



A SU(3) toy model
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Running of the gauge couplings 
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S(t) encodes the sum of 
the KK contributions to 
the running
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energy that implies equal couplings. Note, finally, that
the NDA loop factor, which can be thought of as a 5D
’t Hooft coupling (as µR counts the number of KK tiers
below energy µ), can be used as a marker of the energy
where the calculability of the extra-dimensional theory is
lost. The fact that the values stay small seems to suggest
that the theory under study may have a more extended
validity than previously thought.

FIG. 2: 5D NDA loop factor as a function of the energy, for
1/R = 5 TeV.

The initial value of the Yukawa coupling, correspond-
ing to y(mZ) = 0.51, is tuned to achieve unification in the
UV. This value depends only mildly on the scale of the
extra-dimension 1/R. It should be noted that the run-
ning of the Yukawa coupling does not follow the gauge
ones at high energy, due to the fact that the compactifica-
tion of the extra-dimension clearly singles out the scalar
component of the bulk gauge field. However, in the UV,
the running needs to be replaced by the running of the
5D gauge coupling. Our results show that the value of
the Yukawa coupling at low energy is larger than the val-
ues at unification, y = g2/

p
2, however the enhancement

is not enough to explain the Yukawa coupling of the top,
y = 1. It should be remarked that the value we obtain
is a solid prediction of this toy model. Nevertheless two
loop corrections, and the embedding of the top in a more
realistic model, may further improve the agreement.

One possibility is to replace the bulk fermion triplet
with a larger representation that can contain a singlet
with the correct hypercharge to match the right-handed
top: the minimal possibility is to use a 2-index symmet-
ric representation (sextet). The sextet would contain a
doublet and singlet matching the quantum numbers of
the SM quarks, plus an SU(2) triplet. Thus, one can
define two independent Yukawa couplings. Furthermore,
the triplet acquires a mass by marrying to a localised
chiral fermion, which is also needed to cancel residual
4-dimensional gauge anomalies. We also performed the
running in this model, following the same prescriptions
as before. However, we noticed that the NDA loop fac-
tor estimate for the EW gauge couplings run to non-

perturbative values well before unification occurs, thus
rendering the perturbative running unreliable. This re-
sult seems to indicate that only models with small rep-
resentations of the bulk gauge symmetries can provide
useful predictions for the low energy values of the cou-
plings in the model.

Details of the calculation

The renormalisation group equations allow us to resum
the leading energy-dependent corrections to any coupling
in terms of a di↵erential equation. The solutions are
energy-dependent couplings whose values run with the
scale at which the physics is probed. While in four di-
mensions the running is logarithmic, in five dimensional
models it becomes linear in the energy. The generic struc-
ture of the running of the gauge couplings at one loop
level is given by [15]

16⇡2
dgi
dt

= bSMi g3i + (S(t)� 1) bGHU

i g3i , (4)

where t = ln (µ/MZ) and contains the energy scale pa-
rameter µ. We chose to use the Z mass as a reference
scale, so that for µ = MZ we have t = 0 and we can
fix the initial conditions of the running. The coe�cients
bSMi and bGHU

i can be computed once the field content
of the model is specified: the former are equal to the
values in the SM, while the latter include the e↵ects of
the KK modes in the bulk of the extra-dimension. This
e↵ect only starts contributing above the mass of the first
mode, equal to the inverse radius mKK = 1/R. The func-
tion S(t), defined as

S(t) =

(
µR = MZ R et for µ > 1/R ,

1 for MZ < µ < 1/R,
(5)

encodes the linear running due to the extra-dimension.
This continuum approximation has been tested against
the discrete sum over the KK modes, and the results are
in excellent agreement. For the SU(3) GHU model the b
coe�cients for the SM gauge couplings, gi = {g0, g, gs},
are
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This result can be easily understood: �17/2 is the beta

function of the unified SU(3) model (recall that bSU(3)

1

has an additional normalisation of 1/3), and the result
matches the fact that each KK tier contains a complete
representation of SU(3). For the hypercharge running
the normalisation factor has been taken into account.
The asymptotic behaviour of the running of the gauge

couplings can be easily understood when rewriting Eq.(4)
in terms of ↵NDA (as defined in Eq.(3))

d↵NDA

dt
= ↵NDA +

bSU(3)

⇡
(↵NDA)2 , (7)
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 5d coupling is going 
to a constant ~ α4 E

(asymptotically safe)
5d couplings



Simplest aGUT : SU(5) embedding 
• SU(5) gauge symmetry in the bulk, broken to SM,  

via orbifold boundary conditions

• A single extra dimension compactified on an orbifold 

• SM matter multiplets are NOT the usual SU(5) ones 
due to boundary conditions, need to duplicate the usual 
structure 5 + 10
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S1/Z2 ⇥ Z0
2

P0

P1
PO = ( + , + , + , − , − )
P1 = ( + , + , + , + , + )



Fermion non-unification
• Capital letter fields are the new “Indalo” fields
• Baryon and Lepton charge conserved 
• No proton decay
• Dark matter candidate → Lightest Indalo S 
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Particle content overview
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RGE SU(5) aGUT running 
• All couplings constants flow to the same non-zero UV  

fixed point (− 2π/b5 ) asymptotically. 
• Extra-dimensional one-loop factor is perturbative
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Yukawa non-unification

4 independent couplings, one for each SM Yukawa term
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Problems with Yukawa couplings
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Bulk fermion Yukawas do not systematically go to the fixed 
point: for small values of the KK they run to Landau poles, for 
higher values of the KK scale they may go to zero or unify.

Instead localized Yukawas always run to zero in the UV

Limiting case to 
avoid Landau poles:
R-1> 3 105 TeV

see Cacciapaglia 2309.10098 for a classification in SU(N), ongoing study for SU(6) 



Baryogenesis and DM

• Indalo    particles carry both B and L 
charges, in values that are half of the 
SM unit charges

• It is not possible for them to decay into 
SM fields only and no proton decay

• The lightest state S is stable and a 
candidate for dark matter 

• After the Indalo particles exit thermal 
equilibrium with the SM, they decay  
S + SM, and release some baryon 
number to the SM sector

Overclosure
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assuming 1st order 
phase transition
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T* = vSM

T* = 2 vSMT* = vSM/2

1/R ~ 2.4 TeV



E6 : the exceptional case
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• Supersymmetry allows to generate fermions as gauge fields 
(gauginos)

• In E6, the adjoint 78 contains the right states (but in vector-
like pairs)

• Bulk interactions preserve Baryon number
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see also Kobayashi, Raby, Zhang, Nucl. Phys. B704, 3 (2005) but without UV fixed point
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E6 : the exceptional case
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heavy mass for unwanted chiral states



E6 : breaking pattern
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4D gauge symmetry  SU(4) × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)ψ

The orbifold projection breaks 
N =2 SUSY to N =1 in 4D and 
also the gauge symmetry. 

Pati-Salam

• Right-handed SM 
fermions from the adjoint

• Left-handed and 
Higgs(es) from the 27

• 27’ to give mass to 
unwanted states

• PS breaking with gauge-
scalar

• U(1) breaking by singlet 
in 27’



E6 : the UV fixed point
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• Only 1 generation 
allowed in the bulk

• Model 1: Two 10 for 
massive states, while 
the light generations 
are localised on the 
other boundary. 

• Model 2: Two 16 for 
the two SM light 
generations. Baryon 
number is violated 
by the localised 
interactions. 



Conclusions
• New paradigm for (asymptotic) unification (aGUT)

• A dark Matter candidate (the lightest -field S)
• Baryogenesis can be reproduced (SU(5) model)
• E6 model allows to unify gauge and Yukawa couplings (for one 

generation)
• Lower scale allowed (Model 1) from PS breaking (~103 TeV)
• Two light generation predicted by gauge anomalies on the SO(10) 

boundary (Model 2, high KK scale ~1016 GeV)
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